A Preference for
the “Good Ones”
These feeders agree that high
value, Charolais-influenced crossbreds from reputable sources are
their feeder calves of choice.
By Kim Holt
Photos courtesy Nancy Thiel
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“I’ve always been a firm believer
that if you want good cattle you
have to buy good cattle.
You go through the same
motion to feed, so you might
as well have good ones.”
n page 1 n

“Accuracies of animals that
make up our database is what
leads us to higher accuracies of
genomic predictions.”
n page 2 n

“Producers and feeders are
interested in profit, and the
traditional focus has been on
outputs. However, we need to
look at inputs and see where
there is room to improve”
n page 4 n

For Curt Nash of Cresbard, S.D., the
proof is in the pudding, so to speak. He
assures that the numbers themselves on his
most recent closeouts prove the added feed
efficiency and thus, value, of Charolais-influenced cattle.
Nash is a first generation farmer-feeder
who built up his own farming, backgrounding and cow-calf enterprise southwest of Aberdeen. He breeds Angus for
replacement females, but well recognizes
the value of crossbreeding, especially for
the reputable black-nosed Charolais-Angus feeder calf.
He relays that early on in his career
he started feeding Charolais-influenced
genetics on a small scale before discovering the sire genetics offered by LindskovThiel Ranch at Isabel, S.D., for his own
herd. He needed additional calves to feed
with his own, and began purchasing feeder
calves, as well, some 15 years ago from
Lindskov-Thiel bull customers located in
South Dakota’s West River Region (see
Lindskov-Thiel inset).
Today some 60-70 percent of the cattle
he backgrounds are Charolais-influenced
feeder cattle. Based on his 30 plus years in
cattle feeding, he comments, “I’ve always
been a firm believer that if you want good
cattle you have to buy good cattle. You go
through the same motion to feed, so you
might as well have
good ones.”
The last ten out of
15 years, Nash says
he has purchased
feeder calves private
treaty from at least
two of the same
commercial operations employing
Lindskov-Thiel sire
genetics. Initially, it
was Brent Thiel who
facilitated the initial
contact between
Nash and his feeder
calf suppliers.
Nash buys cattle
in the fall, feeds

them up to 1,000 lbs., and then ships
them to a Nebraska finishing yard where
a feeder adds about 500 lbs. of additional
weight gain.
He closely tracks feed efficiency, saying,
“We keep everything from the day they’re
in to the day they are out.” He reports that
cattle he bought off of one ranch in fall
2012 included half Angus calves and half
Charolais-influenced calves.
Their closeout, he says, shows that the
Charolais crosses fed about 8-10 cents
per pound less versus the black cattle. A
recent pen of 97 Charolais-cross heifers
fed for 218 days showed a 6.48 dry matter
conversion. “With the Charolais, their
consumption was less and their gain was
better, so their cost of gain was less and, in
other words, they were more efficient.”
He adds, “I would venture to guess that
if one visited with a lot of large feedyards,
and I’m going to use the one that I feed
with as an example, they would say, as
does he, that the black nosed Charolais are
still ‘the best feeding cattle in the world.’”
He further points out, “And there’s
almost never an issue with the grading of
those cattle.” He hasn’t a problem with a
Choice, Yield Grade 3 calf that will yield
in the 63 to 64 percent range.
Nash has sold cattle on the dressed and
live basis. He’s also considered branded
programs, but has hesitated because discounts can be harsh and premiums moderate. He tells that two years ago, when
he decided to sell market ready cattle on
a dressed basis, his finishing yard tried to
talk him out of it. They were not seeing the
yields out of their yard to make this work.
(Continued on page 6)

A father-son team, Nate (left) and Curt Nash, Cresbard, S.D., is
expanding their farmer-feeder backgrounding operation, mostly
with Charolais-influenced feeder cattle.
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It’s Simple. It’s Free. It’s the Key to Our Genomic Future.
It’s been almost a year since the AICA
Board of Directors made the decision to
fund, what is arguably, a program that
will lead us in to our future in the beef
industry. The Board allocated the funds to
pay for 50K genotypes for sires and dams
meeting EPD performance accuracies.
The allocation will pay for testing of up to
1,000 Charolais animals with birth weight
accuracies of 0.35 and a minimum of back
solution EPDs for carcass traits. That’s it!
It’s simple! It’s free.
Yet, to date, we haven’t met the goal
of gathering DNA samples on the 1,000
animals needed to adequately populate
the database to combine with our existing
database, ultimately resulting in genomic
enhanced EPDs. Accuracies of animals
that make up our database is what leads
us to higher accuracies of genomic
predictions.
Robert Williams, Director of Breed
Improvement, and Marilou Wegner, AICA
Recording Secretary, each have devoted
their monthly columns in the Charolais Journal to imploring, explaining
and pointed out the importance of your
participation. Robert recently wrote, “The
greatest benefits to incorporating genomics into our existing genetic evaluation
will be increasing the accuracy of young
non-parent animals or those with only
a few progeny. This can give producers
increased confidence in their selection
efforts for replacement bulls and females.”
According to some industry comparisons,
genomic enhanced EPDs on unproven animals equate to having already sired eight
or more calves.
Your AICA board of directors and staff

By J. Neil Orth
AICA Executive Vice President

are asking for your help. It is important you recognize both opportunity and
industry reality. In the past few years,
any relevant beef industry publication
has presented information about genomic
testing and its potential impact throughout
the food chain.
As most of you are aware, AICA
co-hosted, along with the University of
Illinois and the National Program for
Genetic Improvement of Feed Efficiency
in Beef Cattle, the Charolais on Feed Field
Day. One goal of the event was to present
early information on the $5 million dollar
feed efficiency research project currently
underway at multiple institutions, including seven major beef breeds and 24
seedstock producers. Throughout the day,
each of the presenters discussed the value
of using genomic information, in addition to performance (EPDs), to enhance
both seedstock and commercial producer’s abilities to make predictable genetic
improvements.

Prior to genomic information or DNA
technology, feed efficiency data was, at
best, unreliable. In addition to feed efficiency, DNA technology will give us the
tools to identify and improve those traits
previously too expensive or too difficult to
measure, namely disease, reproduction and
stayability.
If you are a registered Charolais producer and have sires that meet the criteria,
getting your sires genotyped could not be
simpler. Call your field representative. Call
the AICA office and request a free DNA
kit. Or, send us a unit of semen for each
bull being genotyped—we’ll complete
the paper work and submit the sample.
Marilou’s instructions from her August
column, page 21, “The samples can be
tail hair, but in most cases the sample will
be semen. The semen does not need to
be kept cold when shipped, but be sure to
pack it in a way that the straw won’t break
in the mail.”
The importance of meeting the goal of
acquiring 50K genotypes on 1,000 Charolais sires that meet the minimum criteria
can’t be understated. The leading land
grant universities and other breed associations are focusing their intellectual and
financial resources on the development of
emerging DNA technology.
We encourage you to send in your
samples today. If you choose to simply
send in a sample, be sure to identify the
sample with a registration number. If you
have questions or need assistance, give
your field representative a call or call the
AICA office. It’s simple. It’s free. It will be
the key to our genomic future in the beef
industry.
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17th Edition Bull Sale
Saturday, October 26, 2013

1 p.m. CST • At the Ranch
Carthage, Missouri

Cattlemen,

Selling 60 Bulls

We would like
to

18-Month-Olds
Includes 10 Red Angus x Char F1’s
Bloodlines Represented:
M6 Grid Maker 104 PET
LT Wyoming Wind 4020 Pld
WCR Prime Cut 764 Pld
LT Rio Bravo 3181 Pld
EJS Perfect Wind 3010 ET
LT Western Spur 2061 Pld
Plus — sons of
1A Mr Sandman by Ace 809P
Sired the top selling sire
group in our last two sales!
EPDS: CE: 15.0 BW: -4.5 WW: 34
YW: 60 M: 12 MCE: 8.0 TM: 29

Auctioneer
Jackie Moore, Owner
Joplin Regional Stockyards

(417) 825-0948
Visit our website for updates
and the sale catalog.
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Genetic Tracking Could Become a Major Tool for
Commercial Cattlemen in the Near Future
By Taylor Greenstreet

The American-International Charolais
Association co-hosted, along with the
University of Illinois and the National
Program for Genetic Improvement of Feed
Efficiency in Beef Cattle, the Charolais
on Feed Field Day on August 22, 2013, in
Champaign, Ill. The event was attended
by cattle breeders representing multiple
breeds across the United States along with
visitors from Mexico. The group toured
the University’s beef farm and heard
presentations from the leading researchers
working to improve the feed efficiency and
profitability of beef cattle.
“Producers need to be engaged and
incorporate technology to be successful
in the beef industry nowadays,” said Dr.
Douglas Parrett, Extension Specialist and
Interim Head of the Animals Sciences
Department at the University of Illinois,
illustrating the ever changing world of
research and technology that cattle producers need to adapt in order to be successful.
This proved to be the theme of the day.
The morning began with a tour of the
University of Illinois’s beef research farm,
which opened in 2004. Producers were
shown the Metabolism Research Barn
where researchers are able to take samples directly from the rumen of fistulated
cattle in order to conduct digestibility and
nutrition trials. Dr. Dan Shike, Assistant Professor of Animal Sciences at the
University of Illinois, explained they are
then able to pair the digestibility trials with
feedlot growth to answer changes in the
performance of the animals.
Dr. Shike also stressed the impor-

Dr. Doug Parrett welcomes cattlemen from 15 states and Mexico.

tance of good documentation. “We need
good data! We must collect good information, document practices, look for profit
opportunities, and be ahead of the curve.”
One of the interesting features of the
farm is its GrowSafe System. This system
allows researchers to collect individual
feed intake data on 900 head of cows or
feedlot calves. Each animal has its own
marker tag allowing individual intake
data to be electronically transferred into a
computer system and analyzed.
Other highlights of the tour included
a feedstuff discussion with University of
Illinois farm manager, Tom Nash, and an
overview of the working facilities. After the
tour was over, producers had a chance to
look at the Charolais-sired calves and examine the data being collected at the farms.

The GrowSafe System is being used to collect individual feed intake data on
Charolais-sired calves.

The second half of the day consisted of
presentations by leaders of the $5 million,
multi-institutional feed efficiency project.
The goal of the project is to look at the genetic merit of cattle for feed efficiency to
create genomic enhanced EPDs to give to
breeds, according to Dr. Jerry Taylor, the
Animal Science Wurdack Chair of Animal
Genomics and Professor at the University
of Missouri-Columbia.
Dr. Jon Beever, Animal Sciences
Professor at the University of Illinois,
explained to producers the art of animal
breeding as a science. Dr. Beever said the
main tools for selection are phenotype,
in terms of measured performance and
uniformity, breeding values (EPDs) for
targeted performance, and the relatively
new tool, DNA genotypes. This new tool
allows producers to look at the DNA
of a specific animal and try to predict
its genetic merit, possibly accelerating
producers’ chances of creating the best
offspring. Dr. Beever stated that commercial cattle producers will have to be
familiar with these technologies in order
to take full advantage of them as well as
understand the relation between these
traits and phenotype when it comes to
picking sires and dams.
Dr. Matt Spangler, Associate Professor
and Beef Extension Specialist for the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, presented the
results of the Weight-Trait Project (WTP),
an integrated outreach project that began
in 2009. This project includes participation
from 24 seedstock producers representing
seven major beef breed associations. This
resource, which now includes over 30,000
DNA samples, has been used to evaluate
the efficacy of this technology and to

advance statistical methodology for the inclusion of genomics into EPDs. Dr. Spangler emphasized that the benefit of this
technology is through the incorporation
of molecular breeding values (MBV) into
EPDs in order to increase the accuracy of
EPDs, particularly for young animals.
Dr. Spangler also added that visualization aids in technology adoption. That is
why the WTP began with weight traits, as
producers can visualize them. He went on
to emphasize that even in the context of
genomic selection, routine phenotypes are
critical to collect.
The project also has educational benefits, according to Dr. Spangler, because
it allows the producer to make more
informed decisions. “Some of the future
directions,” he said, “include feed intake/
efficiency, sequence data, and marker
assisted management.”
Genomically enhanced EPDs and
selection indexes were the topics of the

presentation by Dr. Bob Weaber, Associate Professor and Extension Specialist at
Kansas State University. He explained
to the producers that by averaging the
dam’s EPD and the sire’s EPD you get
the pedigree estimate EPD. This is a good
starting point, but Dr. Weaber emphasized
that we want to get the estimate closer to
the true progeny difference. Data collection, whether from phenotypic records or
genomic information, helps to inform the
EPD predictions thereby adding accuracy.
DNA markers can be a helpful source
of information for improving the accuracy
values of EPDs especially for traits that are
hard or expensive to measure, such as
(Continued on page 7)
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We Invite You To Come And Spend

AFriday,
DAY
IN
NANAFALIA
October 18, 2013 • 12:30 p.m. CST
Where we will be offering you POWERFUL GENETICS from our 41 YEARS of selecting for:
H FERTILITY
H CALVING EASE
H MILK PRODUCTION
H POLLED GENETICS
H SOUND UDDERS
H OPTIMUM FRAMES
H THICK, SMOOTH MUSCLE PATTERN
H GOOD DISPOSITION
H STRUCTURAL SOUNDNESS

55 Breeding Age Charolais Bulls Offered
20 Bred Cows • 10 Open Heifers
“The fact remains, having Charolais included in the genetic equation has proven timeand again to be
successful. Feeders love to feed them and packers appreciate the additional profits built into the carcass”

We have been breeding Purebred Charolais Cattle since
1972 and have been performance tested for 27 years. Our
Charolais Cattle can be a good investment for your future.

Buck & Barbara Compton
P.O. Box 160 • Nanafalia, AL 36764
Office (334) 736-4221
Residence (334) 736-4349
Consultant: Gordon Schubert (502) 477-2637
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A Preference for the
“Good Ones”
(Continued from page 1)

Based on his cattle’s past history, Nash
wasn’t worried, and sold the group on a
dressed basis anyway. They didn’t disappoint this time either with 63.7 to 64.2
percent yields. He attributes this to 60 percent genetics and 40 percent feed. In South
Dakota, he backgrounds on corn silage,
ground hay, modified distillers and rolled
corn, all homegrown feedstuffs.
His take is that nutrition is “. . . very
important. It helps build up the immune
system and gets the cattle on feed from
day one, as soon as possible.” He reports
that anymore it’s pretty much a known
fact, and standard, that calves need to have
preweaning shots.
“If they don’t, it could cost them [feeder
calf suppliers] $50 a head by not doing it,”
he says, and adding, “In my position, too,
if I buy some cattle that get sick, I’m going to remember those. The bad things you
remember easier than the good ones.”
Also, conducting business with a
trustworthy source, including a seedstock
supplier, is important. “You want to be
able to build yourself a reputation, especially when you start selling market ready
cattle,” he says.
Health and genetics both mean a lot, but
another factor Nash believes that some
people may overlook is disposition.
“I’ve noticed cattle that have a real quiet
disposition seem to be more efficient and
have better consumption which relates to
better gain and cost of gain.” He notes that
Lindskov-Thiel genetics are well known
for good dispositions. He not only finds
this true of his own herd’s calves, but with
those he purchases off other ranches.
Nash does rank health just a tick above
disposition, especially for the first month
the calves are getting onto feed. “That’s a
big deal,” he says, “but on the flip side, if
there is good disposition, those cattle are
going to come up and eat better, too.”
From a backgrounding perspective,
he believes that feeder calf suppliers are
trying hard to understand the next industry
segment in order to provide people like
him with good quality calves. “If they do,
they know I’m going to come back next
year and offer them a good price.” He
adds, “You build friendships from things
like that, too.” Trust and communication
follow.
Nash’s feeder calf suppliers often visit
the backgrounding yard and contact him
to check on the feeding progress of the
product they’ve raised. In turn, he reports
back to them with phone calls and weights,
especially when the calves are shipped to
the next yard for final finishing.

A summer visit connects Colby (left) and Gary (right) Buchert of Marshall, Minn., with
long time LT customer Gene Bierman.

Like others within the industry, Nash is
willing to communicate along the supply
chain, but believes it’s also important that
each sector understands the other as far as
profit and loss, including variable costs that
aren’t always figured in. “We both need to
know what the other is going through to
get high-quality cattle,” he assures.
A Preference for High Performing,
Ranch-Direct Calves
Southeast of Nash, in the southwest corner of Minnesota, are Gary, Colleen and
Colby Buchert. They, too, appreciate the
high quality Charolais-cross calves turned
out by Lindskov-Thiel bull customers and
the opportunity to buy them ranch direct.
This family operates Green Meadow
Farm near Marshall on land that was
purchased by Gary Buchert’s great-grand-

father in 1898. They met Brent Thiel five
years ago, and he set them up with a bull
customer, after Buchert inquired about the
seedstock operation’s feeder calf listing he
had found online.
One reason why Buchert prefers private
treaty sales is because he can communicate directly with the seller. By relaying in
advance his preferred preweaning vaccination protocol and its timing, all he has to
do is booster calves at his lot.
“This is a big deal for me because I
don’t have to put calves through more
stress—one time and it’s done.”
He says they can also work out a shipping date agreeable to both parties and, as
the calves get on feed and growing, buyer
and seller can keep in touch.
Communication and collaboration like

About Lindskov-Thiel Ranch
Lindskov-Thiel, a Charolais and Angus
seedstock producer in western South Dakota, has a feeder calf program in place
to help facilitate contacts between its
commercial bull customers and feeders
or backgrounders interested in top quality
Charolais-cross and Angus feeder calves.
There is no charge to buyers or sellers for
this service.
This ranch has a strong customer base
and, as posted on its website, its 2012-13
winter commercial calf listing included
20,000 source verified Charolais-cross
and Angus feeder calves from more than
70 commercial operations using this
ranch’s genetics, most from cow herds
employing black, black-baldy or Red
Angus cows.
The feeder cattle on the Lindskov-

Thiel list represent high-quality calves
raised in the western and central Dakotas.
This ranch reports past feeding history
and data are available on many groups
of these calves. Carcass testing its own
genetics through both national sire tests
and its own testing program is a priority
for this ranch and, through these means, it
has carcass tested 25 or more of its herd
sires.
In a “Cattleman to Cattleman” episode
aired on RFD-TV, Brent Thiel relayed
that treating customers right is the most
important thing he’s learned in the cattle
business, and that interacting with and
providing customers with good service
and products are the most enjoyable parts
of his profession, along with raising
quality cattle.

that found with Lindskov-Thiel customers
is something that this farmer-feeder had
never before experienced.
He explains, in years past he bought
Charolais-cross calves out of Montana
through an order buyer, but he typically
received limited information about the
seller and even calf health. If calves hadn’t
received a vaccination or two that Buchert
preferred, or he didn’t know if they had,
he would just start over with preweaning
shots, which cost him additional time and
labor resources and added stress on calves.
It also wasn’t uncommon for him to
receive a half dozen or more outliers on
loads. He remarked, “You’d think to yourself, ‘they should never have gotten put on.
They spoil the looks of the whole load.’”
But that no longer happens these days.
“The calves we have gotten the last few
years, I have no complaints with. I think
the ranchers that are selling privately to a
feeder are a lot more concerned about the
cattle they ship, because they want you
to come back again next year,” Buchert
comments.
He believes both seedstock and commercial segments have come a long way
in terms of genetics and management, and
are striving to do a better job of communicating up the supply chain.
“Brent is a real asset to his bull customers and the feeder who likes his genetics.
He’s just a good guy to do business with,”
Buchert remarks.
Thiel has shown Buchert around the
Lindskov-Thiel seedstock herd and his
bull customers’ herd as well. This has
given Buchert a first hand account of the
programs behind the calves he feeds. For
a number of years, on Buchert’s behalf,
Thiel has also bought at auction a set of
heifers from the same ranch for Buchert to
put on feed.
This fall is also the second year in which
Buchert purchased all steer calves, as well
as heifer calves, from the Lindskov-Thiel
bull customer he’s done business with
privately for a number of years.
According to this farmer-feeder, he
didn’t hesitate when he had an opportunity
to buy the steer calves, too.
“With high feed costs and narrow profits
in feeding, you have to try to buy the best
performing calf you can find,” he explains.
“Lindskov-Thiel genetics can do this.”
The majority of calves fed and finished
at Green Meadow are Charolais-crosses.
He also feeds some Angus, because his
commercial suppliers use this breed for
replacement heifers. All colors are fed together, with only the lighter end sorted off.
Buchert appreciates Charolais-influenced cattle especially for their growth
and feed efficiency, something he came to
appreciate when he bought his first cows
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in the early 1970s, black-baldies bred
to a Charolais bull. He’s backgrounded
calves since then, and still runs cow-calf
pairs that are at least one-half Charolais.
He started purchasing calves in the early
1980s when he began finishing.
He concurs with Nash in that disposition
is a big factor in feeding cattle.
“I think disposition is very important
on the calves that you buy. If you get a
calf with a poor disposition, you have
a poor-doing animal. If you get several
calves in a group with poor dispositions,
they will make the whole yard nervous. I
just don’t like them.”
Buchert says the calves he buys from the
two ranches he does business with have
“super” dispositions, and believes that
goes back to the way they are being managed and handled at the ranch level.
His tenure in the feeding business has
shown him that the Charolais-cross calf
will convert feed well. It takes about 60
days to bring them up on full feed at Green
Meadows, and then the crossbreds will
“just do their thing,” Buchert says.
“A lot of time, the first load of cattle out
[to the packer] will be the Charolais crosses,” he notes. The second or third loads
will include higher percentages of finished
black cattle.
Green Meadow adds about 700 lbs. to

heifers that finish around 1,325 lbs. Steers
are fed to gain about 760 lbs., usually
finishing around 1,400 lbs.
The last several years, Buchert says he’s
been gridding the cattle with Tyson, averaging $2 per hundredweight over the base
price. His yields are typically 64 percent
and above, with a high percentage Choice.
He said the packer buyer used to come
and look at the cattle, but knows the type
and kind Buchert feeds, so is willing to do
business by phone.
Last summer, the Bucherts also sold
some finished cattle to a kosher packing
plant in Los Angeles for a cash bid of
$4-$7 over what Tyson was offering, a
deal they hope to repeat. Because of the
distance by truck, hardy cattle are needed,
and they were told their crossbreds made
the trip well, which didn’t surprise Buchert
at all.
Nearly 40 years experience with this
cross has shown him that these cattle, in
general, are healthy animals with a “will
to live.” He also believes they tolerate the
heat a lot better than black hided cattle.
Buchert describes the moderate framed
Charolais-influenced calves he procures as
easy fleshing and easy feeding. “They are
good yielding cattle that I have no trouble
marketing.” He assures, “These Char-cross
calves are fun to feed.”

SCHURRTOP

Genetic Tracking
(Continued from page 4)

disease, stayability, and reproduction.
DNA markers are very useful for parentage ID and pedigree validation for seedstock producers, as well as when working
with qualitative traits with an economic
impact, such as horned versus polled,
color, etc.
“Commercial producers want accuracy,”
Dr. Weaber emphasized. He explained that
a DNA marker test only provides information on part of an animal’s genetic merit
for a trait since not all genomic regions
that contribute to variation in a trait are
identified. On the other hand, an EPD tells
the cumulative effect of all genes and their
interactions on a trait. A genomic enhanced EPD (GE-EPD) uses both of these
technologies together, giving producers
integrated information at the same time,
increasing the accuracy of the EPD and
subsequent selection indexes.
Dr. Shike talked to the attendees from a
different angle, sharing the findings from
feed efficiency studies at the University
of Illinois. He explained how variation in
feed efficiency leaves room for selection
opportunities and improvement.
“Producers and feeders are interested in
profit, and the traditional focus has been
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on outputs. However, we need to look
at inputs and see where there is room to
improve,” he said
According to Dr. Shike, the best
measure for feed efficiency depends on
whether you are talking about a feedlot or
a cow herd and whether you are focusing
on selection or research. Dr. Shike agreed
with the other presenters that there is a
need to continue to collect phenotypes
in order to understand the relationship of
traits and then geneticists will determine
the best tools for selection.
Dr. Taylor was the final presenter of
the afternoon. He explained that through
genomic selection, one can take a group of
animals with an economically important
phenotype and can then genotype them
with an assay and try to estimate their
genetic value/merit. So far, they have genotypes for 2,400 animals from six breeds
with a high density single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP). By the end of 2013,
they hope to have a total of 9,000 animals
genotyped. This information provides data
for building models which will, in turn,
be given to the breed associations to aid
producers. In the future, the project could
become an international tool by exchanging data with other countries.

See the Difference — Experience the Results

Coming 2-Year-Old Bull Sale

Length — Consistently shorter and consequently lighter
top Gestation
birth weights so we don’t have to sacrifice growth performance.

100 Charolais & Angus Bulls
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Friday, November 22, 2013 • 1 p.m. CDT
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100% Schurrtop Sired with calving ease, calf vigor, muscle & marbling!

Tri-State Livestock, McCook, Nebraska
Butterfly Tops • Massive Rear Quarters • Unparalleled Marbling Bred In

AND Marbling — Confidence they will grade choice with
top Muscle
outstanding ribeyes and red meat yield.

p Management — Genetically tame, naturally thick and bred to hold up.
rrto
top Efficiency — More pounds, gain per day, quality and net return per acre.
hurr
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H 25+ Years of Feed Efficiency Testing
H 40+ Years of Carcass Data, Gain & Performance
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2013 Beef Empire Days

• Champion Overall Heifer

Selling Sons & Grandsons of these and other Schurrtop Sires...

• Reserve Heifer Carcass

Bull customer Clayton Meews purchased 5 Schurrtop
Charolais bulls for less than $3,250 each with the following
results on 2 loads of his heifers — increased pay weight to
1,274 lbs. at 13.5 months of age.
96 % Choice & Prime with 45% Premium Choice or higher
67% Yield Grade 1 and 2
$65/head carcass premium

You can do this too!

BW WW YW REA MB
EPD: -0.8 31 71 1.02 -0.08
Perf: 89 886 1,468 20.2 3.0

See our Sires at —

SCHURRTOP M 5951”6400” M763111
Powerful Muscle & Length
Calving Ease and Total Performance

www.schurrtop.com

BW WW YW REA MB
EPD: 1.9 36 72 0.95 -0.05
Perf: 90 685 1,283 18.5 2.83

“Bulls Totally Ultrasounded, Performance, Gain, Fertility and Carcass Tested”

I-80
US 83

SCHURRTOP TWENTY ONE P M729412
Powerful Muscle, Marbling, and Do-Ability

Schurrtop

Free Delivery in Nebraska and
surrounding states on all purchases
> $2,500 and assistance on all.

Sure Performance Cattle

John Schurr (308) 569-2520
Marty Schurr (308) 362-4941 or 4330
Ryan Schurr (308) 320-4067
Jerry Schurr (308) 569-2476
e-mail: schurrtop@schurrtop.com
40842 Farnam Road • Farnam, NE 69029


















Beef Genetics

3-year guarantee on feet & semen
1-year guarantee on nearly everything
Fertility checked by 13 months
Athletic, never fattened
Free delivery nationwide
Virgin bulls only, BVD tested
Grown in heat, humidity, no shade
Carcass, real harvest data
Good foot shape, sound
Mid-frame, soggy, thick
Super disposition
AI-sired only!
Slick hair
Marketing assistance...make us prove it!
3 to 4 generations proven calving ease
Most bulls top 25% yearling wt EPDs

Megan, Lori & Galen Fink
15523 Tuttle Creek Blvd., Randolph, Kansas 66554, Phone/Fax: 785-293-5106
Galen’s cell: 785-532-9936
Lori’s cell: 785-532-8171
Megan’s cell: 785-410-5559
Website: www.finkbeefgenetics.com
Email: finkbull1@twinvalley.net
Commercial Services Representatives
Barrett Broadie: 620-635-6128
Gene Barrett: 785-224-8509

